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Blum et al. (1989) showed the existence of a NP-complete problem over the real closed fields in the 
framework of their theory of computation over the reals. This allows to ask for the P#NP question 
over real closed fields. Here we show that P # NP over a real closed extension of the reals implies 
P # NP over the reals. We also discuss the converse. This leads to define some subclasses of P/poly. 
Finally we show that the transfer result about P#NP is a part of a very abstract result. 
1. Introduction 
The starting point of this result over transfer of lower bounds from a real closed 
field to another one is given in a paper by Maass in 1988 [7] where an optimal lower 
bound for the problem “element distinctness” is proven for a kind of RAM. Although 
Maass’ proof did not use arguments from model theory, it has the flavour as remarked 
by Maass himself. In our short note [9] we claim that this is not only the flavour but 
that all of the proof of Maass can be carried out more easily in Z* a well-chosen 
nonstandard model of Z. In this way a lower bound can be more easily obtained for 
the problem “element distinctness” in Z*. And by a general transfer principle, this 
lower bound is still valid for the problem “element distinctness” in Z. This transfer 
principle is only due to the fact that Z* is an elementary extension of Z. In this paper 
we make clearer this idea and give the proof of the result claimed in the title. 
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For people acquainted with first-order logic the arguments used here are trivial 
ones. We try to write the first part of this paper in a very careful way for other 
potential readers. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is acquainted with the paper [2]. So we do not give here 
information about the BSS-model of computation over real closed fields. 
All this note is based on the following well-known result (due to Tarski, see [ 121 for 
example). If R* is a real closed extension of R (i.e. R* is a real closed field containing 
the reals) then iR* is an elementary extension of R. This means that for every 
first-order sentence’ cp built from the usual logical symbols and connectives (=, 
A, V ,l (negation), +, o, 3, V), from variables (Xi, X1, . ,X, . ..). from the usual 
symbols for ordered rings (+, ., - , <, 0, 1) and from constant symbols cr for each 
element r in R. we have: 
cp is true in R iff cp is true in R*. (T) 
This result is a trivial consequence of the fact that the elementary theory of real 
closed fields admits quantifier elimination. The transfer principle (T) is in fact true for 
all pairs of real closed fields R c R*. 
3. Lower bound transfer 
We first fix the notation. 
Let Q be a problem in R” (i.e. Q is a subset of R” = @,,,,) KY). In the sequel we 
assume that Q is decidable by a BSS-machine M over R within time bound g(n): i.e. for 
every (xi, . . . , x,) in R”, after at most g(n) steps M answers yes or no according to 
whether (xi, . . ,x,) belongs to Q or not. We denote Qniw” by Qn. 
If we want to prove a lower bound transfer result we have first to define in 
a canonical way a problem Q* in R* (where R* is a real closed extension of R). This is 
done in a very easy way using the first-order formulas which describe Q as the halting 
set of M: this is only the result proven in [2]: halting sets are effective countable union 
of semialgebraic sets, but here we can be more precise using the time bound g(n). Let 
(rl, , r,) be in Q,,. The computation path for (rl, . . . , r,) in M has length at most g(n). 
Thus Q,, can be seen as the subset of R” which satisfies a first-order formula consisting 
in a disjunction of at most 2, 9(“) formulas (one for each possible computation path). But 
this argument can be applied to R” itself since M decides Q (with time bound g(n)). So 
we can write: (rl, . , r,)E [w” iff Vpzpathr in .v, qp(rl, . . , r,) is true in iw where the cp,,‘s are 
‘Let us recall that a sentence is a formula whose all occurrences of the variables are in the scope of 
a quantifier. 
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conjunctions of polynomial equations and inequations (at most g(n)) with coefficients 
in [w. If we separate between the yes-paths (i.e. the computation ends with output yes) 
and no-paths we get (rl, . . ..r.)EW 3 Vp:yes-paths in M 4Q-t, . . . , r,) V 
Vp:no_paths in Mqp(rl, . . . . r,) is true in Iw and (rl, . . . ,r,,)EQ,, iff 
VVpjlrsyth~ in bfvp(rl, . . . ,I,) is true in [w. Denote by YM,(Xi, . . . ,X,) the formula 
p yes paths in MV~(XI> ... ,Xn) and by NM,(Xl, . . ,X,) the formula 
VP: no_paths in M cpp(X1, .. . , X,). Thus the sentence 
(~XX~,...,X,)(NM,(X~,...,X,)VYM,(X,,...,X,)) (1) 
is true in Iw. And so the same formula is true in [w* by the transfer principle (T)3. What 
is the computational meaning of this fact? 
The answer is clear: it means that if we look at the machine M as a machine over [w* 
(i.e. we allow inputs from R *m) then the set of possible computation paths in M is not 
changed and so for an input (rl , . . , r,,) in [w* the computation with M ends after at 
most g(n) steps (in a yes or no state). We decide to define Q* as the union of the subsets 
defined by the yes-formulas i.e. (rl, . . . ,~,)EQ* iff YM,(rl, . . . ,r,) is true in [w*. This 
way to extend Q seems to depend on the machine M chosen. This is not true. Indeed 
let Ml and M2 be machines over iw both deciding Q with respectively time bound gl(n) 
and g2(n). In [w we have (rI, . . . ,r,) in Qn iff YMl,n(rl, ,.. ,r,) is true in Iw iff 
YM2,.(r1, . . . ,r,,) is true in [w. So (VX 1,...,Xn)(YM1,.(X1,...,X,)o 
YM,, .(X1, , X,)) is a sentence true in 1w. Then this sentence is also true in aB*. So 
our definition of Q* is independent on M (but not the set of formulas used to represent 
it). From the previous discussion it is also clear that Q* is decided within time bound 
g(n) (by the same machine M where we allow input from [W*m). Hence we have proved 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 1. A lower bound for Q* is a lower bound for Q. 
As a corollary we get: 
Theorem 1. Zf P #NP over [w* then P #NP over Iw. 
Proof. PZNP iff a NP-complete problem is not in P (i.e. every polynomial p(n) is 
a lower bound for this problem). In [2] it is shown that the 4-feasibility problem is 
NP-complete in every real closed field. 
Let us denote by 4-feas (R) the 4-feasibility problem over the real closed field R. If 
we show that (4-fess@))* =4-feas([W*), we are done. This is tedious. 
Let us recall what is the 4-feasibility problem: 4-fess(R) is the set of polynomials of 
degree four in several variables with coefficients in R having at least one root in R. 
This set after adequate coding can be viewed as a subset Q of R”. This problem is 
known to be decidable over R with time bound (in the BSS-model) 4O(“) where n is the 
3coeficients Of YM.(X,, ,X.) and NM,(X,, ___ .X,) are in R so (T) works 
number of variables (see [lo]). Let us make explicit the coding used here (it is different 
from the one used in [2]). The general polynomial of degree 4 in m variables, say 
F(Z i , . . . , Z,, C) has b(m) coefficients (C) where b(m) is a strictly increasing polynomial 
function of m. When we look to a n-uple (it, . . . , r,) as a possible input, there exists 
a unique m such that h(m - 1) < y1< b(m) and we consider that ri is the value of the ith 
coefficient of F(Z1,. . , Z,, C), i.e. the one corresponding to the ith monomial Mi in 
Zi, . . . ,Z, when we list the monomials in lexicographic order (we assume that the 
monomials are power free represented as in [2]; i.e. by 4-uples {ii, . . . , i4} E {0, . , m}4- 
Z0 stands for 1, it allows to have monomials of degree ~4). Since m and the 4-uples 
(ii,. , i4) can be obtained in polynomial time from IZ this representation Q of 4-feas is 
still NP-complete4. The advantage now is that Q,, satisfies 
(r 1, ... > rnkQn iff (32i, . . . ,Z,)(F(Z,, ,Z,, U)=O) (2) 
where F stands for the b(m)-uple obtained from (I~, . . . , r,,) by concatenating with some 
zeros). Let Q* be the canonical extension of Q to R* and YM,(Xi, . ,X,) a formula 
which represents Qn (as in the discussion preceding proposition 1). Then we see that 
the following sentence is true in R. 
(VXi,... ,X,,)(YM,(X,,... ,X,)o(gZi, . . ..Z.)(F(Z,, . . ..Z., X)=0)). (3) 
Since R* is an elementary extension of R’, this sentence still holds in R*. Hence (2) is 
true for Qz. This shows that Q*=4-feas(R*). 0 
Let us remark that Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 hold,for any pair qf real closedjelds 
R c R* instead of R c R*, since the transfer principle (T) is true for any pair of real 
closed fields R c R*. 
Let us also remark that in the proof of Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 we need that 
the constants5 of the machine M (which appear as constants in the formulas 
YM,(X,, . . . , X,) and NM,(Xi, , X,)) are in R in order to apply the transfer 
principle. 
In the next section we investigate when a lower bound for Q is still a lower bound 
for Q*. 
4. Saturation 
To be explicit we discuss first the following problem: does it exist a problem Q, not 
in the class P such that its canonical extension Q* to !R* belongs to the class 
4 To be convinced of this fact one needs some knowledge of the proof that 4-feas is NP-complete (see [2] ). 
Another way to get a NP-complete problem Q defined by nice formulas as (2) is to put Qb,,,,, = Qb,,,,, and 
Q.=@ for n not in the range of h. 
‘The constants of a machine A4 are the coefficients of the polynomial maps associated to the computa- 
tion nodes of M. (M “is over R” if these constants are in R). A machine has finitely many constants. 
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P (following the context P denotes respectively the class P over R or the class P over 
IX*). 
Let us assume that such a problem Q exists in R. Let A4 be a machine deciding Q* in 
R* with a polynomial time bound. Since Q is not in the class P some of the constants 
of the machine A4 are in R*\R (otherwise restricting the inputs of M to R” will yield 
a machine of class P (over R) deciding Q). 
Let MI be a machine over R deciding Q and so deciding also Q* (when extending 
the possible inputs to R*=). Using the notation of the preceding section we have that 
the following sentences 8, are true in R* (for each n): 
&(c 1, . . . ,ck)-(vxr, . ) X,)(Y~,,,W,, . . . . X,)~Y~,(XI, . . . . Xn,C1,...,4) 
(4) 
(where we have written explicitly cl, . . . ,ck to emphasize that these constants do not 
belong to R). The truth of the sentences (4) imply the truth of the following sentences 
both in R and R* (because now all the constants are in R): (32,) . ,Zk)O,(Z1, . , Z,) 
i.e. 
(32 1, .f’ > Zkl(VX1, . . ..X.)(YM,..(X,, . . ..X.)- YM,(XI, . . ..x., Z,,...,Z,)). 
(5) 
By the same argument the following sentences are also true in R for all s: 
(321, . ,Z,) 
( 
A &(ZI, . . . ,Z,) 
n<s 1 
. (6) 
This means that for all s there exists (dI,,, . , dk, s) in R such that /j\nCsOn(dl,s, . . , dk, ,) 
is true in R. 
This is exactly equivalent to say that when we replace cl, , ck in M by 
d l,s> f.. > d k,s, 6 we get a machine over R which decides Q up to the size s (i.e. the 
accepting set n ofM(d,,,, . , dk, 5) verifies f2n R” = Qn for all IZ < s). For size larger than 
s we are not sure that the behaviour of M 1 and M(dI ,s, . . , dk, s) are equivalent. Hence 
we have proved the following proposition. 
Proposition 2. If the canonical extension Q* of a problem Q (with respect to a pair of 
real closedjelds) is in the class P, then Q is in the class P/poly (where P/poly is defined 
respectively for the BSS-model qf computation as in the classical model). 
Proof. Proposition 2 follows from the preceding discussion and the fact that the 
machines M(dI,,, . . . , dk,J decides Q in a non uniform way with the same time bound 
as M decides Q* (since M and M(dI,,T, . . . , d,_) are equivalent up to size s by the 
transfer principle (T) applied to the sentence (6)). 0 
‘After this replacement we denote M by M(d,,,, .__ .d,,,). 
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From the previous discussion it is clear that Q is in a subclass of P/poly. Indeed the 
nonuniformity in the computation comes only from the dependence of the constants 
of the machine on the size of the inputs. 
But if we look to the graph of the machines M(di,,, . , cl,_) (computation tree for 
every size) it is uniform: it is in fact the graph of the machine M. 
Denote this class by P/const,’ and let us come back to the set 0 of formulas 
&(Zi, ... , Z,) (see (5)). We have that for all s 3 1 AnGs O,(Zi, , Z,) is satisfiable in 
!J! (i.e. (3Zi, . . ..Z.) (/&,&(Zi, . . . . Z,)) is true in R). Logicians say that the set 0 is 
jfinitely satisfiable in R. But it is far away to be guaranteed that the infinite conjunction 
&A4(Z,, ... ,Z,) is satisfiable in R. However the same infinite conjunction is 
satisfiable in R* by assumption: take L 1, ,ck as values for Zr, . , Z,. The following 
generic example shows that a countable set of formulas can be finitely satisfiable in 
R but not satisfiable. Put (P,,(x)=x > y1 for all n~trj. Clearly p= {q,(x), now) is such 
a set. But there exist real closed fields where p is satisfied, the so-called non-ar- 
chimedean real closed fields. Let us remark that the set of formulas 8, is recursive (in 
the classical sense) if we replace all remaining constants by variables. Moreover there 
are only finitely many constants for all the 0,‘s: it is the constants of the machine M, 
and the remaining ones of M (after replacing ci, . . . , ck by variables). 
Some real closed fields R have the following property: every recursive set of 
formulas in finitely many variables, with finitely many constants in R and which is 
finitely satisfiable in R, is satisfiable in R. Logicians say that R is recursively .wturated.8 
From the example above R is not recursively saturated. 
If R* is a ultrapower of R by a nonprincipal ultrafilter (see [3] for a definition) then 
R* is recursively saturated (see [6] or [3]). There exist recursively saturated real 
closed fields which are not ultrapowers. 
From the definitions and the preceding discussion we have: 
Proposition 3. In any recursively saturated real closed field: Pfconst = P. 
Proposition 4. If R c R* is a pair of real closed jields where R is recursively saturated 
then the converse qf Proposition 1 holds (,for the pair R c R*) and so the comerse of 
Theorem 1. 
Proof. In the previous discussion we have not used in an essential way the fact that Q* 
is in P. In fact we have shown that if M(cl, . . . , ck) decides Q* with constants c, , . , ck 
in R* and if R is recursively saturated then there already exist d,, . . , dk in R such that 
M(dl, , dk) decides Q. El 
‘By the existence of recursively saturated real closed field (see below), it is equivalent to say that 
a problem Q is in P/poly in terms of machines or in terms of its canonical extensions Q* (if one of them is in 
P then Q is P/poly by Proposition 2). 
“This notion has been introduced in model theory by Barwise and Schlipf (1976). For details the reader 
can look at [6] and 131. We will use the following result: every real closed field has a recursively saturated 
real closed extension. 
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We are not able to prove (or disprove) that P/const = P in R. In the next section we 
will see that this problem is in some way linked to the P#NP question. 
Moreover we cannot prove (or disprove) that if Q~P/const in R then Q is decidable, 
although Q* will be P in every recursively saturated extension of R. 
5. The class NPbounded 
We will say that a problem Q c R” belongs to NPbounded if Q is in the class NP and 
moreover there exists ka0 such that for every s3 1, there exists a guess of size 
k:(y 1, 5, . , y,, J which is valid’ for every input (x1, . . . ,x,) of size n d s with respect 
to Q. 
Proposition 5. In a real closedjeld the class NPbounded is included in Plconst (the guess 
plays the role of the constants). 
Let us remark that if Q is in NPbounded then Q is decidable (since 4-feas is decidable). 
Meer remarked that if NP = NPbounded then the polynomial hierarchy collapses at 
level X2. The proof is straightforward from the definition (the polynomial hierarchy is 
extended to the BSS-model in the natural way). 
6. Final comments 
This section contains some generalizations of the preceding results (we did not write 
the preceding statements in all generality to deal rather with the main idea). 
(1) From the discussion before Proposition 1, it is clear that we do not need lR* to 
be real closed to define Q* and to show Proposition 1. In fact because (1) are just 
universal sentences, all the trick is still valid in R(t)-the field of rational functions over 
R and in fact in every extension of R (or any ordered ring). This is a consequence of the 
existence of real closures. 
But Theorem 1 strongly uses the assumption that R and R* are real closed (because 
4-feas is decidable over an ordered ring R within bounded time g(n) - for some 
function g - implies quantifier elimination in R, and it is well-known (see [12]) that 
the only ordered rings with quantifier elimination - in the language of ordered rings 
~ are the real closed fields). 
(2) The BSS theory of computation can be carried over general first-order struc- 
tures (as done in [4, 5, S]), and NP-complete problem can be found (see [S, 81). All the 
results of the preceding sections can be done in this more general framework. 
“A guess (yl,....yk) is valid for a set S of inputs (x,,...,x~) with respect to the problem Q and the 
machine A4 if M with input (x1, ,x., y,, ,yJ answers to the question whether (Y,, .._ ,x.) belongs to 
Q (where (x,, ,x,) is assumed in S). 
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To illustrate this we discuss the case of algebraically closed fields. BSS-machines 
over algebraically closed fields are similar to BSS-machines over real closed fields 
except that test nodes are test nodes on = (and not on G). In this case the 
NP-complete problem Q is not 4-feas but feasibility of systems of polynomial equa- 
tions of degree 2 (i.e. Q is the set (after suitable encoding) of systems of polynomial 
equations of degree 2 which have a zero). 
All the results of the Sections 3,4 and 5 hold but we have more. It is well known that 
every algebraically closed field of infinite transcendence degree is recursively saturated 
(see 3, 6, 11). 
So we have (for example). 
Proposition 6. P/const = P OWN C (und so NPbounded = P) and thus P # NP ow C $ 
P #NP OWY @* (,for every C* 3 C). 
So if we prove that an NP-complete problem belongs to P in some extension @* of 
@ we have proved that P=NP over @. 
This result and others discussed in the preceding sections show that BSS-complex- 
ity has a model-theoretic content (see also [4, 51 for a discussion of the relation 
between model theory and BSS-theory of computation). 
(3) All the work carried out here (except theorem 1 which is very specific to NP) can 
be done for nondeterministic machines or even for alternating machines (uniform or 
nonuniform with respect to the size, but in this last case “recursively saturated” has to 
be replaced by some more general “saturation property”: w,-saturated). Proposition 
1 also holds for machines computing functions. 
(4) In all this note we have not taken care to the fact that BSS-machines have to 
work with integers. All inputs to BSS machines are plugged together with their size. 
The transfer instruction are also ruled by integers. So in some sense it seems that we 
are considering only a kind of nonuniform machines here. This is not because 
uniformity of the machine M is hidden in the sets of formulas { YM,(X,, . . , X,), n Ew} 
and {NM,(X1, ,X,), now). Moreover our assumption on the time bound (existence 
of a function g(n) which is a uniform time bound for inputs of size n) implies that all the 
integers involved in the computation on an input of size n are less than 22’1(“’ and even 
2g(“) if we have to test whether it is an integer). 
So this allows us to drop integers in all the arguments carried over here. If we do 
not drop them, we have to handle very big first-order formulas instead of (1) to 
(6) (because integers can be used only as constants in first-order formulas of 
the language of ordered rings, so we have write disjunctions (or conjunctions) of size 
O(22”‘“‘)). 
(5) In [2] it is shown that (as in the classical case) there exists a reduction process 
$ from an NP-machine M to the 4-feasibility problem which is uniform in M (and so it 
is uniform in the constants of M). This process is carried out in polynomial time. The 
process $ deals with integers (code of M). If we drop the uniformity aspect of $ with 
respect to M but not with respect to the constants (but even if we keep it, but then in 
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a more difficult way), we can show (using remark (3)) that M 4 4-feas can be carried in 
1w* :M* % (4-fess)* keeping the time bound (Proposition 1). 
Moreover if M is a machine NP/const (NP/const is defined in the same way as 
P/const), the process $ “reduces” M to 4-feas (in a nonuniform way) and we can still 
transfer M 3 4-feas to M* %(4-fess)* (where M* is the uniform machine obtained 
from M by recursive saturation and so is NP over R*). Since any NP-problem in R* 
comes from a NP/const problem in R, we have shown that (4-fess)* is NP-complete in 
[w* and so Theorem 1 (without proving that (4-fess)* = 4-feas). 
(6) It is not difficult to see that the results quoted in this note have nothing to do 
with the class P. All of them remain true if we replace P by any “reasonable” 
BSS-complexity class W. Even Theorem 1 can be stated in this general framework: 
Theorem 2. Let % be a BSS-complexity class over u ,jirst-order structure &. Let us 
assume that Q is a complete problem for W and that the reduction process $ is uniform 
with respect to the constants of the machines. lo Then for each structure .d* 13 d and 
satisfying the transfer principle (T) we have that Q* is complete for +P. 
(7) Finally we confess that it is ideology to believe that infinitesimals can be useful 
to prove (or disprove) P=NP. 
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